Video instructions are available at https://www.fhgroupauto.com/installation

ATTENTION: DO NOT cut anything before you are completely sure the seat cover is aligned and fitted to your satisfaction.
NOTE: All airbag-compatible covers feature specially engineered stitching along the side seam. This unique detail allows your airbag to deploy
without any resistance and assures the car’s safety features function as designed in case of an accident.

Front Seat Cover:

1. Fit the bucket cover over the seat and slide it down gently:
pulling or tugging too hard on the cover may cause the
airbag-compatible seam to rip. To ensure the cover is properly
aligned, double-check that the cover’s airbag tag is on the same
side of the seat as the airbag (in most cars, the airbag faces the
car door).
If you’re unable to slide the cover on, you may need to remove the
armrest (instructions for removal are included at the end). To
reinsert the armrest, you’ll need to cut a small hole along the side
of the cover where the armrest is located (the material will not
tear).
2. Once the cover’s backrest portion has
been fitted, locate the straps in the cover’s
center and push them through the seat
crevice. Tighten the straps at the bottom of
the seat.
Optional: If your front seat’s center crevice
is blocked by a flap, pull up the flap by
locating the strap on the bottom rear of the
seat.

4. Carefully unzip the cover’s side zipper to let the seatbelt out.
Then rezip it to a position that best fits your built-in seat belt
feeder.

Bucket Seat Armrest:

To remove: locate the round cap at the end of the armrest.
Remove the cap and undo the screw inside to take out the
armrest. After you have installed the seat covers, reinsert the
armrest and tighten the screw.

3. Fit the cover’s base over the seat. Secure it by connecting the
elastic loops under the seat using the supplied snaps or by tucking
the mesh cloth underneath the seat.
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